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Abstract. If the state set and the input set of an automaton are L!-groups, then near-rings are 
useful in the study of automata. These near-rings, called syntactic near-rings, consist of mappings 
from the state set Q of the automaton into itself. Ir this paper we try to show how leftideals of 
the zero-symmetric part of syntactic near-rings can be used for determining reachability in 
automata. 
universal algebra ( 0) is called an a-group if ( 0) is a group (we use 
additive notalon) and w(Q,O, . . . ) 0) = 0 for all n E , w E In,, (0, denotes the 
subfamily of J”P with the same arity n). See e.g. [2] o [9] for the theory of these 
creatures. Homomorphisms are denoted as SZ-homomorphisms. A (finite) chain of 
ideals Hi of an Lkgroup G, G = I-&& = (0) (abbreviated by (*)), is 
called an invariant series. An invaria a principal series if ah quotients 
Hi-l/Hi, 1 s i < n, are simple O-groups # (0). That means if (*) is not “refinable”. 
The length of a pincipal series (hence of all principal series if there are some) is 
given by LP( G). A (right) near-ring is a triple (IV, f, l ), where (AT, + ), is a group 
(not necessarily abelian), ( IV3 0) is a semisroup and (a + b)c = ac + be for all a, b, c E 
N Since near-rings are J2-groups, there is no need for defining homomorphisms, 
ideals, etc. Near-rings are extensively studied in [ 1 l] or [la]. Let G be an a-group 
with iedentity 0. Prominent examples of near-rings are (with respect o 
addition and composition of mappings) M(G):={f:G+G}, 
(G)(f(O) =0} and M,(G):= {f E M(G)(f constant}. AR(G):= the near-ring 
which is generated by all C&homomorphism and constant 
PI). AfUG) is a subnear-rin 
(G, +) is abelian then hff( 6) = 
a near-ring. n E lV is called ze 
if n(a+b)=na+nb for all a, b, I-E 
zero-symmetric ( onstant, 
t is well k~lown that IV0 
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then N is called an abstract afine near-ring (abbreviated aanr). G, 4-j is abelian 
then Aff( G) is of this type. Similar as in ring theory we will ne near-modules”, 
see [12]. Let N be a near-ring and G be an SE-group. G is ca an N-groua (or 
N-near-mod&) (abbreviated ,&) if for each g E G and n E M a “product” ng is 
defined with (n, + n,)g = n,g + nzg and n,( n,g) = (n, n,)g for all g E G and n, , n2 E N 
NG is called unitary if N has an identity element 1 and Ig = g for all g E G. Now 
we turn to the concept of automata theory (see [6] or [IO]). 
A semiautomaton is a triple S@ = (Q, A, F) where Q and A are sets 
(called the itate and input set) and F is a function from Q x A into Q (called the 
nexi state function). If Q and A are J&groups (with the same 0) and F is an 
a-homomorphism then we call J$ an l2-semiautomaton and abbreviate this situation 
by & = (Q, A, FJn. & is called Jinite If Q IS finite. 
For any semiautomaion ~2 = (Q, A, F) we obtain a collection of mappings F, : Q + 
Q, one for each a E A, which are given by Fa (q) := F( q, a). If the input a, is followed 
by the input a2, the semiautomaton moves from the state q E Q first into F,,(q) and 
then into F,,( F,,( q)). If we extend (as usual) A to the free word monoid A* over 
A (consisting of all finite sequences of elements of A, including the empty sequence 
A j, we therefore obtain F,,,, = Fa,F& ; moreover M(d) := {F, 1 a’ E A*) (with compo- 
sition of maps) is a monoid with identity FA = idQ (called the syntactic monoid of 
&j. In the case of Jkemiautomata we are also able to study the superposition 
F4, + Fa2 (defined pointwisely) of two “simultanzous” inputs a:, a2 E A. Hence it is 
natural to consider (F, i a E A} u (Fn } and all its sums and products (= composition 
of maps). 
nition 2. Let d = (Q, A, F)* be an Jkemiautomaton. The subnear-ring IV(&) 
(0) generated by id, and all Fa (a E A) is called the syntactic near-ring of &* 
Thus IV(&) is always a near-ring with identity. Because of Fa( q) = F( q, a) = 
F((q,O)+(O,a))=F(q,O)+F(O,a)=FO(q)+F,(0) we obtain F,=F,+&, where 
Fs is an S;1-homomorphism, while Fz is the map with constant value F,(O). Hence 
IV(&) is a subnear-ring of Aff (Q). Its explicite expression is given by IV(&) = 
{Ci * F,, 1 ai E A*} (see [5]). If (Q, +) is abehan then IV(&) is an aanr. 
An important question in automaton theory is the concept of reachability: which 
states q’e Q are reachable from a (fixedj s++ caLe 9 E Q. If A4J Q) E IV(&) (which is 
often the case) then clearly for a11 q, ?‘E Q there is some F, E N( &), a! = ala2 l .0 l a, E 
*, such that F,(q) = q’. But this says very little about &, because Eb, can be chosen 
to be the constant map with value q’. In some sense IV,(&) := (A$&‘)), represents 
the “autonomous part” of Is$ and is suitable to study reachability in automata (see 
be an R-semiautomaton, U ,T subset of Q9 
etric part of its syntactic near-ring. 
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reachable from q if U c NOq. U is called reachable if U 
V 0, qfO* 
is reachable from each 
Hence U is reachable iff U z nqEo* N,q, where Q*:= Q\(O). Since N,q plays 
an important role for the concept of reachability, hence we consider Q as an 
No-group via nq := n(q) for n E No. Since idQ E & so N,Q is, moreover, unitary. 
Since No is zero-symmetric, hence NoQ is also an a-group (note that N-groups are 
not R-groups in general, because n,O = n,; some more ‘“nasty things” are usual in 
the theory of N-groups, e.g. ideals are not necessarily subgroups, (0) is not a 
subgroup if N,# (0) since PO = N,O, and so on, see e.g. [ 12]), Let NG be an 
N-group. Homomorphisms are called N-homomorphisms, s&groups are called 
N-subgroups, simple is called N-simple, etc. Similar as in ring-module-theory N
can be considered as N-subgroup NN. hg : N + Ng, n + ng is a pron%ent example 
for a N-epimorphism for all g E G. Ker h, = (0 : q) is a leftideal of the near-ring N, 
hence an ideal of N considered as N-group. I-Ience, with the notation of Definition 
3, reachable sets can be found within No itself by the homomorphism theorem. That 
means &q = Bq wiiere @ is a system of representatives of the factor No-group 
N . o/(o.q) (this representation of Noq is “as small ds possible” which is important for 
the explicit calculation of reachable sets, see the examples below). Conversely, if 
LA, No then Noq = %j for all g E dep L := {q E Q 1 L = (0: q)} where 9 is a system 
of representatives of the factor No-group NolL. In fact, the set dep E is “dependent 
from L” and can be empty if L is not the annihilator of one element. If dep 6, # 8 
then all q E dep L have the same reachability %!q and one can determine 9 in some 
special cases as will be shown in the following. Also we will give conditions which 
force dep L to be nonempty and conditions which allow to compute dep L more 
explicitly. 
In the following (X)lid ((X)i, 3 (X),,, (X),i) indicates the leftideal (ideal, group, 
ring) generated by X. L A, No means La, No and L # No. UL := (q E Q 1 er( q) = 0 for 
all e, E EL} where L = (EL),id AI No and =!ZL := {J 4 I No 1 L d r and J/L is a simple 
No-group} for a fixed L 4 I No. 
Theorerm 4. Let ~2 = (Q, A, F)* be an Gsemiautomaton and L= 
(EL)\idAl No(Se)(=: No). If L,,( N0No) exists then dep L= &_\UJEyL UJ. 
roof. If q E dep L then k = (0: q) hence Z(q) = 0 for all I E L. Thus e,(q) = 0 for all 
elE EL and q~ I/‘L. Suppose &_jJEyL a/,. Then there is a J E YL such that q E 6 
which means ej(q) = 0 for all ej c EJ( c J). I-Ience J = (EJ)lidS (0: 9) = L, a contradic- 
tion to Ls J. Conversely, if q E e/,\UJ..yL g/J then e,(q) = 0 for ail ei E & 
L=(EL)lidG(O:q). Suppose L#(O:q). Since L is an ideal of No 
L LJNo(O : 4) a No No is an invariant series which is refmabie to a principal series 
LLAN~JLLN~,* '*LAN~~~:(;P)LIN~~ 9 l ANo No sirace LJ No No) exists. J/ L is No-simple so 
J E Z’L and there exists an ej E EJ with ej( 9) Z 0 because q e UJ- ence ej(EJJa( 
a contradiction. El 
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n the nonabelian case (&) consists of all finite sums of elements of the form 
- c where f E {id, F,, F& . . . } and c are certain constants as is show 
so the elements of N,-,(J@ are not homomorp 
P&(5@ is a commutati ring with identity, generate 
Then Q is a unitary (&)-module, leftideals of (94) are ideals and UL= 
n erEEL Ker el. Then 
depL= n Kerq\ u 
e/EEL 
a quite nasty expression. With the notation of eorem 4 (and since No is generated 
by id, hence UN,_, = {q E Q 1 id(q) = 0) = (0)) we obtain the following 
(ct) If L is a maximal leftideal of No then dep L = U,\(O). 
(W U- (Q, -)-I is abelian and I+&, is a principal ideal domain then dep L = 
er eJ\UIEzL Ker ci (where all ideals X are generated by e,). LJ moreover, L is a 
maximal ideal, then dep L = Ker e,\(O). 
NOW we will apply Theorem 4. For the following see [4]. Let R be a ring with 
identity 1, char R = n E . If R=(l,r),, where r2=al+@ for some cy, PE 
ordr=n and (l)n(r)={O} t a syntactic ring (SI) with generator r and 
syntactic triple (str) (cy, p ; n) . We abbreviate this situation by R(a, j3; n). 
(LY,~; n)=(l),,i(r&, has carainality n2. The map h:zOl+z,r+(zO,zl) is a ring 
isomorphism between (R, +, l ) and ( +, T) where the addition is component- 
wise and 7 means the “syntactic tion”. That means (x0, x,) 7 ( yO, y,) = 
(xoYo+%Yl~, XOYl +x,Yo+x,Y,P)* n, +, ‘) is a sr itself with generator (0, l), 
identity (1,O) and str (a, p; n). If (k, r, s; a) E is a divisor quadruple 
(dq) of n (that means k, r, s, kr, ks divide n and a E (1,. . . , k} with gcd(k, a) = 1) 
(k, r, s; a) denotes a Remak subgroup. If (k, r, s; a) is a positive divisor 
le (pdq) (that means a dq where s s r) then H( k, r, s; a) = (r, sa),,i (kr, O),, 
is called positive Remak subgroup (pRs). If (k, r, s; a) is a negative divisor quadruple 
(ndq) (that means a dq where r < s) then H(k, r, 
negative Remak subgroup (nRs). All subgroups of 
(k, r, s; a) has cardinality n2/ krs. nRs are never ideals of ( 
(k, r, s; a) are ideals of ( 
k(r/s) divides (r2/s2) + afi( 
,,, +, :) is a principal ideal domain ( 
ov#O (modp’), l+ap# 
p;p)) by the map 
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lot more pids (see [4] for a detailed description), hence a larger number of examples 
for the following considerations. 
A”, +), n, m E 
ds to a matri the collection of all M x 
m-matrices over ible then A&,(&) = (&,-& 
(G),,+(G2),,+ l l l +( Cm-‘)g, (because of the Theorem of Cayley- 
since No(&) = (I, G),i). If m = 2 then No( &) is ted to be a syntactic ring (with 
generator G and str(a, p; n) for certain cy, p E If ( G9 +) is abelian group then 
.g := (0, $5 2g, ’ l . It (n-l)g}forgEG, nE Now we have the ingredients for the 
following. 
. Let & = (Q, A, F)a be an 0-semiautomation where Q = 4 and F0 
corresponds to 
G= 
Then G2=21+3G hence No(&) is a sr with str(cu, p; n) = (2,3; 4). Since Q! # 
O(mod 4) and 1 +p # a(mod 4) hence No(&) is a pid. Consider L = (21+2G),,i 
h(L)=(2,2),,J-(2,0),,=N(1,2,2;l)=H(k,r,s;a) is an ideal of ( 
, +J since k(r/s) divides (t2/~2)+p(r/s) - cy. l-lence L is an ideal (with 4 
generated by one element, namely 
:with 8 elements are H(2,1,1; l), H( 
= (21)id l The only three 
2,1; 1) and N(l, 1,2; 1). 
The last one is a nRs hence not an ideal. The same argument as above yields that 
N(2,1,1; l)=(l, l),,i(2,0),, and l’i(l,2,1; 1)=/,2, l),,i(2,0),, are ideals. They 
(1, a), (0, l), respectively. Thus (I + G)id, (G)id are the only two 
+, ‘) with 8 elements. = (( G)id 9 (I + G)id). Since Ker G = 
{(O,O), (2,2)}, Ker I+ G = ((0, 0), (2,0 2,0), (0,2), (2,2)) hence 
depL=Ker2Z\KerGuKerI+G=( G is a system of rep- 
resentatives of A&,,, hence N,,( .d)q = E dep L, holds. 
9= 2G in Example 6 was easy to determine directly. More generally we 
obtain the following. 
e&7. Letd=(Q,A, 
IV,,:= N&d) = CL;’ (F,),, 
ai := 
F)n be an i&semiautom 
has finite characteristic. 
i-l I 
+) is abeljan and 
then the following hold: 
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Let char No= k. Then No= k,,,_,Fr-’ where kl = 
ence all ki divide k. 
d all ai, iE{O,. . . , 
divides k, ai divides ki for i E { 1, . . . , ??2-1) (if ki=Uiai+ri 
ri < ai then, since kiFk= 0, 0 = kiFh( q) = viaiFb( q) + ri 
a contradiction to the minimality of ai). 
contains a system of r resentatives. If CJti’ 
V m_lam_,+rm-l for some v,_,E and r,,,_l<a,_,. 
c Jti2 qF<(q) + rm_l F,“-‘(q) for some q E and C,“r,’ ZjF{ is equivalent (with respect 
to (0: q)) to cjJti2 SF’,(q)+ r,_lF,“-‘(q). z,_*= vm_2am_2+ rm_* for some v,_~E 
and rm_* c am_*. Then Cy=!2 ZjF’,( 4) + r, _ 1 F,“-‘(q) is equivalent o CJ?=i3 4F’,( q) 
r,-,F,“-2(q) + r,--1 F,“-‘(q) for some and so (finite) on. Conversely, let 
c ,“rb CjF’,, XT=;* E~F’,E O,,,_,F~-l. Then C,y=Y’ C,Fi,+(O: q) = 
c ,Til qF’, + (0 : q) iff CJt;,’ (cj - i;j) F’,( q) = 0. This implies that (cm- 1 - 
C~_,)F~-*(q)=C,~~* (Cj-i;i)Fh(q), hence Zm_1 =c,+ (since Z,,,-,, cm-, E 
(0 9=.=9 a,_, - 1) and &-1 - cm-, < a,_,). Then we obtain (Z,,,_* - cm_*) FfW2( q) = 
cj,ti3 (cj-G)F’,(q) hence I;m_l= cm_* and so finite on. This proves (a) and (b) is a 
direct consequence. El 
It remains to clear in which cases dep L is forced to be nonempty. For the following 
see [S]. Let R be a ring and S be a nonempty subset of R. Ann,(S) := {x E R Ixs = 0 
for all s E S} is called a left annihilator of S. A left ideal L of R is said to be a left 
annihilator in R if L = Ann,(S) for some S c R. A ring R is called a left annihilator 
ring (LA-ring) if each of its left ideals is a left annihilator in R. R is called LFA-ring 
(L( n)A-ring) if each of its left ideals can be expressed as a left annihilator of a 
finite subset of R (of a set with at most n elements from R). 
. Let s& = (Q, A, F)n be an Gsemiautomaton where (Q, +) is abelian. If 
Q is a free N,(d) -module where dim Q = n E , then the following holds: 
(a) N,(d) is an artinian pid*dep L # 8 for all ideals L of N,(d). 
(b) N,(d) is a L(n)A-ringwdep LZP) for all ideals L of N&I). 
If No := NO( .s@) is an artinian pid then (since No is commutative) No is a 
L(I -ring (see [8]). Let h : N,” * Q denote the N,-isomorphism between N,” and 
Q. If L is an ideal of then there is a noE No su that L = Aqn,(no). But 
Anni = (0: no) (with r ect to N0No); moreover L = ( o) (with respect o N,“) 
denotes the zero vector of N,” and no = (no,. . . , no) E N,“. Hence L = 
ith respect o Q) where q := o) and (a) is proved. If No is a L(n)A-ring 
and L an ideal of No then there are m,, . . . , m, E No such that L= 
= ml,..., ( m,,)E N,“. 
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LA-ring iff all Ri, i E cy, p; n) is a LA-ring 
For some classes of rings (e.g. prime rings) there are conditions to decide if a ring 
R is LA-ring or not (see [ 81). 
9. Let d(Q, , F)n be an &semiautomaton where (Q, +) = (( 
d F0 corresponds to 
G= 
Then G2= -1+2G hence No:= NO( J@ is a sr with str( n - 1,2; n). We consider 
B = {b,, b2} = ((0, l,O,O), (O,O, 0, I)}. Gb, = (1, l,O,O), Gb2 = (0, 0, 1,l) and b,, b2, 
Gb, , Gb2 are linearly independent. I-Ience Q is a 2-dimensional P&-module, gener- 
ated by B. If n = p is prime then No is an artinian pid hence dep L is nonempty for 
all ideals L of No. If n =p2, p prime, then, in some cases (dependent from LY, p), 
No is also a pid (compare the lines before Example 6). If n = niEA p) , then (because 
of our previous remarks) we have only to investigate all sr ( Pi, @Z&j,, +, -1, i E A, 
for a decision if No is a pid, LA-ring, respectively, which can be done by methods 
given in [IQ]. 
Finally, we give a method for the explicit determination of reachability in .J@, if 
& = (Q, A, F) is a finite SZ-semiautomaton, where (Q, +) is abelian and A&-, := P&(d) 
is a syntactic ring: 
(1) Determine if Q is a free P&-module and if No is a pid. 
(2) If Q is free and No is a pid then determine all ideals E of No (with methods 
given in [4]) and dep L (with (b) of Corollary 5). 
(3) Determine a system of representatives 9 of P+& for all ideals L of No (using 
Theorem 7). 
(4) U = %q is reachable from q for all q E dep e. 
If &’ = (Q, A, F)n is finite but (Q, -t) is not abelian (hence N,(d) is not a sr) then 
the given method does not work without some problems. There seems no hope of 
finding an explicit expression for a system of representatives of NO/L as in Theorem 
7; and no hope of finding explicitly all left ideals of like the method given in 
[4]. Also, until now, the analogue of Theorem 8 ( ch will be shown in the 
following) does not work explicitly. Let No be a zero-symmetric n 
identity 1. Then B, := {I}, 
respectively, as can be eas 
sum Nr ‘, where a! is finite or 
for the definitions after 
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Let &= A, F)n be an i2-semiautomaton where 
94))“, n E then the following holds: 
(a) N,(d) is a L( 1) A-near-ring adep L f 0) for all left 
(b) A&,( SQ is a k(n)A-near-ring N dep L # 8 for all left 
Until now no one knows conditions for a decision if left ideals of a (zero- 
symmetric) near-ring N (with identity) are left annihilators in is a left 
annihilator near-ring and so on* 
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